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Editors Note

Welcome to the Volume 6 of The Shift
Extension (TSE).

TSE is a growing community of paramedic
writers, podcasters, content creators and
artists within the paramedicine profession.
What started as a simple conversation about
solving the publishing gap facing Australian
paramedics has morphed into an
international platform.

Everyone loves stats so here are a couple
quick updates for you.

Since July 2022 we have had:

✓ Countries Reading: 93

✓ Pageviews: 23,863

✓ Subscribers: 432

✓ Most Read Article: 1432

Its an awesome result to achieve in the last
half of 2022 and we thank you all for your
support to establish TSE as a paramedicine
changemaker. As we move into 2023 there
are several changes to the publication that I
wish to make you our readers aware of.

Since we launched the publication in 2021
we have utilised a rolling-publishing model.
This was simply to streamline the process to

get articles published in the early days
however this model has been rather costly in
time and money. Therefore, we are
restructuring 2023 around two (2) main
volumes and we will discontinue the rolling-
publishing model for now. Articles will be
published in each volume and these will be
downloadable from the website, and sent to
our subscribers.

Our goal moving forwards is to produce two
professional volumes per year that are
archived in the National Library of Australia.

I hope everyone stays safe out there through
the new year wherever you are working your
shift. Please enjoy the podcast and the
magazine, and if you have any feedback, we
would love to hear form you!

Stay systematic, and thanks again for your
support.

Sunny

Editor-in-Chief
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Learning From Mass Casualty Incidents

Words by Words by Nicholas Wood

Introduction

A mass casualty incident [MCI] requires a
rapid and decisive response; however, in the
context of complex, coordinated terrorist
attacks, this creates a challenging and
dangerous environment for emergency
responders (1,2). In order to respond safely
and effectively, prior planning in disaster and
MCI management need to be undertaken by
emergency responders’ services (1). The
goal of this review is to describe and
compare the responses to two separate
MCIs, looking at similarities, differences,
successes and major issues, with a focus on
emergency medical services [EMS].

Description of Mass-Casualty Incidents

The 2013 Boston Marathon Bombings and
the 2005 London Bombings are similar in the
method of attack, using improvised
explosive devices (3,4). However, the two
MCIs are vastly different in their setting, the
response and the capabilities of emergency
responders.

On 15 April 2013, during the annual Boston
Marathon a bomb was detonated near the
finish line at 14:29 hrs followed by a second
bomb 13 seconds later. The attack
immediately claimed three lives and injured
over 260 people, with 16 people suffering
traumatic amputations (5).

On 7 July 2005, four bombs were detonated
in the centre of London, three in the London

Underground system and one on a double-
decker bus. The attack claimed 56 lives,
including four suicide bombers as well as
injuring more than 700 people (6).

Both London and Boston posed several
hazards to emergency responders due to the
unknown potential for biohazard from the
make-up of the bombs as well as the
imminent threat of further attacks (5,6). The
location of each attack required emergency
responders to assess each scene for further
hazards and risks and to take into account
the surrounding area of the blasts, including
damage to structures (7,8).

Discussion

Identifying and comparing the specific
differences in the emergency response

The chaos and difficulty around managing a
MCI is evident when looking at the Boston
and London bombings. However, there are
marked differences in the emergency
responses. Boston was unique, in that there
was already a large presence of EMS, police,
fire personal and available ambulances (8).
The ‘Alpha Medical Tent’ also provided
enhanced medical capabilities to the Boston
Marathon (5). The Tent was approximately
90 metres from the finish line and
immediately after the attack was converted
into a triage, treatment and transport area
for ambulances (9). In direct contrast, the



London bombings were at four separate
public transport areas, with each bombing
becoming a separate incident (6). In London
4 significant responses were required and
the deployment of ambulances and
resources (See Figure 2).

Establishing early pre-notifications is
important to allow receiving hospitals to
enact their MCI plans in a timely fashion.
After the two bombs were detonated in
Boston, there was an immediate response
by the Boston EMS and other agencies in
alerting all levels of emergency responders
to the MCI, including surrounding hospitals
(5,10). Pre-notification of several Level 1
Trauma receiving hospitals was credited to
the early activation of their MCI plans.
Similarly, in London the London Ambulance
Service [LAS] Emergency Planning Manager
contacted the Central Ambulance Control in
order to alert the London receiving hospitals
to enact their MCI plans (See Figure 2).

The initial ambulances at Boston were
supported by nine private EMS companies
who responded to the EMS request for
assistance (See Figure 1). In contrast, the
initial response at London required EMS and
other agencies to mobilise a large number of
resources to multiple locations (6). Each of
the four major sites were declared a major
incident; however, the timing and
communication between agencies was

suboptimal with different services declaring
major incident at different times, unaware of
other agencies doing so already (6). A major
incident can be declared by any of the
emergency services, with this considered on
behalf of police, fire and ambulance services
(6). Eventually a London-wide major incident
was declared at 09:23 hrs by the Gold
Coordinating Group who were responsible
for the strategic co-ordination response in
London (6,7).

London has a detailed disaster response plan
that is developed and organised by the
London Emergency Services Liaison Panel.
The structure uses a three-tier system with
the following levels: Gold (strategic), Silver
(tactical), and Bronze (operational) format
for a major incident (7). The Gold
Coordinating Group is chaired by the
Metropolitan Police Service and includes
senior delegates from other emergency
services and authorities that would be
involved in a major incident (7). The key role
of the Gold (Strategic) is responsible for
activating major incident response plans
from surround hospitals and health systems.
The plan also requires a medical officer on
scene to provide Silver (tactical)
management from a medical perspective.
The London Helicopter Emergency Medical
Service [HEMS] provided these medical
officers to fulfill the role of medical
commanders, which was further supported
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by on-call volunteers from the London
Medical Commander pool (7). Within this
framework bronze (operational) is a
representative from each emergency service
who is charged with operational
implementation of the tactics set out by
Silver (6).

Critically analysing the response of
emergency services to the incidents

Significant differences in the response
times?

Boston was unique in the availability of
ambulances and EMS as well as other
medically trained personnel. Within 10
minutes of the two explosions, the first
critical casualty had been transported to
hospital (See Figure 1). The median time
from explosion to hospital for an injured
patient was 11 minutes with a range of 5-53
minutes (8). Within the first 18 minutes of
the attack, EMS transported 30 critical
patients to hospital with the remaining
critical casualties transferred within 45
minutes (11). The EMS response at Boston
was almost immediate due to a vast range of
prior resources and planning resulting in the

positive outcome for the vast majority of
casualties (5).

At Boston the almost immediate transfer of
critical casualties and low fatality rate has
been attributed to the available resources
(12). However, it is also important to note
that the last casualty was not transferred
until 20:50 hrs (See Figure 1). Why this is
important is because it highlights the need
for appropriate triage and use of resources.
After a MCI hospitals need to prepare for a
potential surge of patients and other
members of the community (13). Therefore,
by coordinating which casualties require
urgent transfer and those who can be
treated on scene, hospital surge capacity can
be assisted. Boston was able to treat
casualties on scene due to the Alpha
Medical Tent and abundance of health
professionals present.

Looking at the initial response of the EMS at
London, shows a spread of arrival times
ranging from 10-30 minutes (See Figure 2).
There was a lack of communication in
declaring a major incident between various
emergency services, highlighting some key
issues around interdisciplinary
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emergency services communication (6). Any
emergency service can declare a major
incident on behalf of all emergency services;
however, each service did not seem aware
of other services declaring a major incident
(6). The key reason for declaring a major
incident is to alert all services from police,
fire and ambulance to mobilise units and
initiate major incident processes within all
the services (6). These issues also translated
to further difficulties with various managers
using mobile phones to communicate
between the Gold–silver–bronze command
structure (6).

In comparison to Boston, London was
significantly slower in the transport of
critical casualties to hospital (See Figure 1 &
Figure 2). At London, 27 critical casualties
were cleared from the scenes every 2 hours,
however; almost all sites cleared within 3
hours of the initial explosions (7). A key
reason for this was the spread of attacks,
with three bombs being detonated at
different sites in the space of a few minutes,
and a fourth 54 minutes later (6). Whilst this
created challenges, the use of the Gold–
silver–bronze command structure allowed
for emergency service resources to be
managed by using a clear command
structure (7). The result was that paramedics
were able to be redeployed to incidents that
needed it, further resources sent, and
surrounding hospital made aware of
incoming casualties (6). Whilst initially
slower to transfer critical patients, it is clear
that the organisation and clearing of sites
was completed quickly and efficiently. In
contrast to Boston, London moved quickly to
clear the sites in order to redeploy
resources, and to remove casualties from
further danger of attacks.

What were the differences in the emergency
services in the two areas (type, response
capabilities)?

Boston was fortunate in that resources were
available almost immediately after the
attacks (9). The Alpha Medical Tent was

staffed with 200 medical professionals
including physicians, nurses and paramedics
(11,12). Boston Police and National
Guardsman were also present and able to
assist the medical professionals using basic
first aid and makeshift tourniquets (11,12).
The Boston Trauma Center Chiefs’
Collaborative noted that the presence of
both Boston Police and National Guardsman
to be an important factor, with many having
military experience in applying tourniquets
(12). Additionally, the Boston Athletic
Association had three disaster medical
teams staffed by physicians and nurses able
to provide a higher-level care to participants
(11). The triage among hospitals was
conducted by a central team within the
Boston EMS Command Centre in order to
distribute the casualties between the
various adult and paediatric Level 1 Trauma
Centres within the Boston area (5).

In contrast to Boston, the Royal London
Hospital was the only ‘Grade 1 Trauma
Centre’ in London (13). However, it is
important to note that the Royal London
Hospital is linked with the London HEMS
service. London HEMS took several actions
to support the LAS in providing advanced
practice physicians and paramedics (13).
These teams were dispatched with a
combination of paramedics and physicians
via fast response cars in order to gain access
to each of the four sites as quickly as
possible. The use of helicopters was also
essential in dropping off teams of physicians
and paramedics (6,13). The London HEMS
teams not only have an increased scope of
practice as physicians, but the paramedics
that work within this service are highly
skilled and experienced (13).

A particular point in which the London HEMS
assisted is the team leading, scene
management and role as Medical
Commanders who provide tactical support
to the Silver commanders and Gold
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Coordinating Group (6,7). As part of the
London major incident plan Medical
Commanders are required to provide a
medical perspective of the situations on
scene (7). Whilst resources needed to be
deployed at London, the capability of the
London HEMS and specialised teams within
the LAS provided the skills and experience to
manage the difficulties experienced at the
four London sites (13). Central Ambulance
Control also mobilised small fast response
physician teams to perform scene
management, extraction of casualties and
undertake care of seriously injured
casualties (14). The LAS deployed a total of
100 ambulances consisting of over 250
medical professionals to the four sites (15).
The addition of the London HEMS was
integral at London, bolstering the
capabilities of the LAS through advanced
skills and scope of practice, whilst also
providing essential team leading and scene
management roles (13).

It is difficult to compare a like for like
disaster particularly in the context of
complex, coordinated terrorist attacks.
Boston and London have several differences,
however as mentioned above the Boston
Marathon was a planned event and EMS
resources were prepared and available.
Comparing the response of EMS at Boston
and London bombings is important as it
provides learning points for future practice
to see how EMS can improve the response
to targeted attacks on events, or attacks that
are carried out in everyday situations.

Did the emergency services have detailed
disaster response plans? Were these plans
followed?

Each year the Boston Athletic Association,
Boston EMS, and the Boston health care
community plan for the occurrence of an
MCI (8). The plan outlines key operational
points including first aid locations, medical
tents, weather and communications
information (11). However, a review of the
Boston bombings noted issues with law
enforcement redirecting and confounding
EMS. Research found that some hospitals
received higher volumes of critical patients,

with one centre receiving six critical from
two ambulances at once (12). Another key
issue highlighted at Boston was the
dependency of emergency services on cell
phone communication (12). During the
event, cell phone use was impacted by both
an increase in calls and the Boston Police
shutting down the cell phone network in
fear of further attacks (5).

London also has a detailed disaster response
plan that is developed and organised by the
London Emergency Services Liaison Panel.
The structure uses a three-tier system with
the following levels: Gold (strategic), Silver
(tactical), and Bronze (operational) format
for a major incident (6,7). At London,
Medical Commanders were provided by the
London HEMS service in order to provide
strategic support to the Gold Coordinating
Group during the major incident Gold
London-wide status (7). As with the Boston
issues around communication adversely
impacted emergency providers, operational
teams and EMS communication (15). The
issues arose from the reliance on cell phones
by emergency responders and issues with
inter agency radio communication (6).

Conclusion

The London and Boston bombings whilst
similar are seven years apart and are not a
like for like comparison. However, several
significant learning points to improve future
practice can be gained from the critical
analysis of these two incidents.

The benefits of early pre-
notification to receiving hospitals is clear, as
this is critical in enacting MCI protocols and
plans. Surge capacity is a key factor in how
hospitals manage MCIs, and the earlier
operating theatres and beds can be made
available the better flow through the
emergency department will be.
Communication with hospitals is also vital to
establish which patients should be
transported where, in order to not simply
move a disaster from an area to the ED.

The Boston marathon bombings



demonstrate how high-risk events that have
detailed and comprehensive plans with
adequate resources are able to respond
competently and quickly to the event of an
incident. The prior assembling of medical
teams, the Alpha Medical Tent and access to
ambulances on site for transfer
demonstrated some key takeaways for MCI
preparation. The London bombings and the
use of the Gold–silver–bronze command
framework provides an example of how a
clear and structured MCI plan can assist
emergency services and hospitals to
smoothly swing into dealing with a MCIs.

The issues around communication and the
use of mobile phones and their networks by
emergency services was highlighted in both
Boston and London. The use of radios is
standard practice across EMS and other

services, however particularly with the
advances in technology and versatility of
smart phones, hence there is an argument
to provide EMS and other services in the
field with access to mobile phones that can
operate separate to public mobile networks.
Particularly when using something such as
the Gold–silver–bronze command
framework which requires commanders at
each level to be able to communicate
quickly and easily.

Comparing and critically analysing the
response of EMS to similar but different MCI
provides key learning points for future
practice. Preparation and a clear structured
framework are critical to facilitate the best
outcomes and to continue to develop and
improve best practice.





Surf Medic

Words by Owen Smith
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In July last year, I was fortunate enough to
return to the tropical Fijian island of
Namotu, to undertake the role of “Surf
Medic” for the week.

Namotu is made up of a small sand bar in
the Mamucca Island Chain off the Nadi Coast
and is surrounded by some of the best
surfing and water spots in the world. The
island can accommodate up to thirty (30)
guests, with roughly the same number of
staff, and caters to all kinds of extreme water
sports. The guests come from all over the
world to this exclusive surfing resort and
stay for a week at a time. As with many
extreme water sports, the weather and
swells determine the activity, from big wave
surfing offshore at Cloudbreak, to relaxing
longboarding in front of the island. Visitors
can also try stand up paddleboarding in the
lagoon and surf foiling on high tide. When
the wind blows, the kites and windsurfers
come out. The island really is paradise.

The role of the surf medic ranges from basic
primary health assessments to managing
cuts, stings or envenomation’s from the
water. Throughout the week the roster is
24/7 on call, in order to support the guests,
staff and lifeguards. The days start before
dawn and finish late in the evening. There is
a small medical room that has been
restocked from previous medics, which

covers basic medications, wound
management and basic resuscitative
abilities. As the nearest hospital is 15 minute
flight or 45 minute boat ride, the medic is
required to provide up to the first hour of
care from time of injury. The surf medic role
involves a preventative medicine side in
encouraging the local staff to keep healthy
and maintain good hygiene practices
including healthy eating decisions, exercise,
and regularly checks of their blood pressure.

Most of the medical care is managing reef
and other skin cuts. Due to the tropical
location and warm water, it is very easy for
wounds to become infected with prolonged
sea water exposure. Feet get cut daily as no
one wears shoes and people spend the day
walking on white sand infused with coral.

During this particular week I wasn’t
expecting huge surf, so I took a bodyboard
with me. This played into my favour when
one of the guests also had a bodyboard. He
was a businessman who was there with his
wife and daughter – who both surfed quite
well. He had never quite mastered the art of
bodyboarding but refused to give up. As the
designated surf medic, water safety was also
a responsibility of mine so I paddled over to
him in the line up to see how he was doing
and have some general chat.



Over time, I watched him struggling to get
into the right position and ‘read the surf’.
The other lifeguards don’t really bodyboard
(their loss) and so they didn’t know where to
position him or how to instruct him. I figured
it was part of my role so I remained close
and work with him to position him correctly
and get him on the waves. As the week
progressed, we became friends, and I would
continue to help him out in the surf and help
him understand when the surf was going to
be best.

By the end of the week, he was happy,
smiling and singing in the surf. He had a
much better understanding of the surf and
where to be, so was, for the most part, able
to catch and ride his own waves and recover
himself when he wiped out.

On one of the final days, my businessman
friend and his wife came up to thank me for
my help in and around the water and
couldn’t wait to continue using their new
skills back home. It goes to show that the
role of a remote medic requires having extra
skills and being a generally good human on
top of being medically trained can bring with
it broader job opportunities and new
friendships. I remember thinking to myself -
“I was basically a professional bodyboard
instructor this week!”, but unfortunately, I
had to go back to my other “real job” for the
other 51 weeks of the year.

Keen to know more -
https://www.namotuislandfiji.com/experien
ce/surfing/
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Field Reports from an Aussie Paramedic 
in Ukraine - Field Report 3

Words By Jack Dear

Late last year Australian based paramedic
Jack Dear embarked on a journey that would
take him to the front lines of the war in
Ukraine. Having previously worked as a
paramedic in Australian Capital Territory,
London Ambulance Service, and Cape Town
South Africa, Jack as also previously worked
as a security/medic in the Australian
Embassy in Kabul and as a soldier in the
Australian army armoured corp. But in his
own words, his deployment to Ukraine was
destined to be unlike anything he had
experienced prior.

In this final field report, Jack documents his
experience briefly to capture the experience
of an Australian paramedic working in
Ukraine.

Field Report 3.

Day 15. East Kupyansk.

After seeing the UAF push further east,
forcing a Russian withdrawal and liberating
more villages, we decided that we would
venture over the Oskil river. This meant
stepping off the already beaten (and
cratered) track, onto muddy roads forged by
advancing tanks some days ago. Once across
the river we headed for a particular housing
block that we knew had an elderly couple
who hadn’t seen medical attention since

occupation. Like on our previous missions,
the villagers seemed to spring out of the
ground at the prospect of friendly faces
providing care. Lead by our esteemed local
doctor Olena we attended to the couple and
made several other house-calls, before
dispensing our supply of medication to the
villagers that waited patiently.

In my career as a paramedic in Australia, I’ve
on occasion received a hug from the odd
patient. Here in Ukraine however, a hug and
a tear after every house-call seems
customary. ‘Babusya’ is Ukrainian for
grandmother and one of the few Ukrainian
words I’ve committed to memory. Babusya’s
give amazing hugs.

Once we exhausted our medication supply,
we hurried back to the Kupyansk Bridge to
rendezvous with our other crew.

Our second ambulance, crewed by our
resident German Alex and Ukrainian
interpreter Eugene spent the day covering
the Kupyansk bridge. There they assisted the
slowing stream of evacuees over the
crumbing concrete and broken asphalt that
is the foot bridge. All crossing experience the
foul senses of war. This was reaffirmed by
witnessing as one poor soul with a
tourniquet still tight on



his leg baking in the sun on the eastern side,
abandoned by his retreating comrades and
overlooked unapologetically by the
advancing Ukrainians. Despite the heat,
many of the evacuees wear heavy winter
coats, knowing the months coming will see
freezing temperatures. The children wear
their hand-me-down one-size-too-big jackets
dragging their child sized luggage.

Olena tells us that when she enquired about
the medical treatment that the villagers saw
under occupation, they reported only a
single instance of a Russian doctor entering
the town. Villagers also reported that the
local Kupyansk doctors, good people and
respected members of the community that
had not fled, were hired by the Russians.
They were forced to sign contracts detailing
their employment with the Russian army,
treating their soldiers and receiving a salary.
The crazy part is that those doctors and their
families then fled east into Russia as the UAF
advanced. I can’t fathom the dilemma faced
by those doctors. Were they afraid of
reprisals by the Ukrainians? Were they
sympathetic to the Russians? Or were they
just afraid of the fighting that surrounded
them? Whatever their reasoning, the
ramifications of their choice will be felt by
them and their future generations for
decades.

As I write this, I’m once again lounging in the
back of the ambulance, hurtling south
towards Dnipro, keen for a shower and bed.
We recently passed through Kharkiv, and the
experience of driving through a darkened
city under curfew is eerie. It makes me think
of the London Blackout during the Blitz in
1939. As an ambulance we get speedy
access through most of the many military
checkpoints which seem to appear suddenly
out of the dark. Yet despite this, the bumpy
hours ahead dont inspire much hope for a
mid-transit nap. Thankfully I have enough
ketamine, morphine and midazolam to
sedate all the worlds remaining elephants,
plus one paramedic.

Day 16. Retaliation.

After my ‘rest’ day, we were straight back
out into the field. The crew had enjoyed a
rewarding day without me. Their mission to
a new village was a massive success and at
times a sea of people had crowded them
into their vehicles. In the evening they
found a critically ill Babusya with a severe
arrhythmia. A lengthy and frustrating
evacuation commenced, resulting in her
eventual admission at a Kharkiv hospital. She
will most likely need ablation but due to
financial and medical constraints, it’s even
more likely she will suffer on without.

Today, as expected, we saw Putin’s response
to the Kerch Bridge bombing. Attacks were
seen in all the major cities and appeared
indiscriminate in their targeting. Over 61
missile strikes, 32 air strikes, 92 MLRS shells
were seen in 30 settlements. Almost like a
petulant child lashing out, these attacks
appeared to be driven by anger and
intended solely to insight fear.
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We could hear the shelling in Kharkiv as we
struggled to buy our medication at the
pharmacy. By candlelight, we bought out
their entire supply of amlodipine with cash,
as card was not an option. Top tip -
warzones quickly become cash economies
when the power goes out. Thankfully, the
team and I were headed out into the country
side for the rest of the day, away from the
major targets. The weather had turned the
roads into muddy quagmires, churned up by
manoeuvring tanks. Getting bogged was at
the top of my worries, as a night in Kupyansk
was not a safe option.

We arrived at our destination later than
planned, and a small crowd was already
waiting. Simon kicked into gear, working
through each patient’s needs. One lady,
soaked to the bone, waited patiently for her
leg wound to be redressed. Visible necrosis
and exudate spilled from her calf. Despite
the circumstances, her wound was not the
result of trauma, shrapnel or violence.
Caused by a minor scratch, neglect was the
real enemy.

As Simon worked, Eugene, Alex and I made
house calls. In a dark house, we treated a
partially paralysed man who had suffered a
stroke several month ago. Pressure sores
had developed on his back and had become
infected, in addition to a fungal infection on
his feet. It was a learning experience for all.
Alex, a novice but eager clinician cleaned
and dressed the wounds, and we coached
the patients family on some basic
occupational therapy techniques while
Eugene relayed to me the experience of the
patients family and how they had overcome
the challenges of being cut off. I dressed the
man’s wounds with a padded dressing and
we managed to supply him with betadine,
hydrozole, and paracetamol before heading
on our way.

In Ukraine, they use a local topical ointment
called Diamond Green which is a synthetic
aniline dye supposedly similar to betadine.
It’s Forrest-green colour is distinguishable

from a distance as it stains the skin terribly.
However, its benefits are limited and it can
severely burn the dermus, especially in
children. Despite this, it’s use is almost faith
based and a pet frustration of Dr Olena’s.

The sun was getting low as Simon’s crowd
slowly dissipated. We needed to get out of
Kupyansk and onto sealed roads (excluding
all the pot holes).

Driving at night is nerve racking as many
armoured coloums move swiftly past
without lights, only distinguishable by their
clanking tracks and thunderous engines.
Rain hadn’t help either with puddles
concealing deep craters. Thanks to some
reactive driving, we exited the town without
getting bogged. Cautious not to draw to
much attention to ourselves, we’d driven
slowly without our headlights, using the
fading dusk light.

We were out and could release our
collectively held breaths. Back to Kharkiv.
With phone reception restored, we learnt of
the countries attacks and a flurry of
messages form love-ones pinged in our
inbox. Another successful day behind us, I
crashed into bed, ready to do it all again
tomorrow.



Day 17. Kucherivka.

Today was to be our last visit to the
Kupyansk region, at least for the time being.
Tonight we would take the long road south,
back to Dnipro, where we intended to plan
new missions southeast to the
Kramatorsk/Izium/Lyman region.

We set off early, intending to follow-up and
resupply a few patients that would not see
fresh dressings for some time. One lady
desperately needed her sutures removed as
they were beginning to fester. Earlier in our
week, she had presented to us with an
oozing wound, stitched up by a Russian
medic. Strangely, a latex glove was inlayed
under the sutures as a makeshift drainage
system. Probably set with the intention of
removal after a few days, the wound was
neglected and the glove forgotten.
Thankfully the patient didn’t advance to
septicaemia and Simon was able to irrigate
and reset the wound. After completing the
dressings and saying our farewells, we seized
the opportunity to swing through
Kucherivka, a village east of a Kupyansk. We
found it’s beautiful church partially damaged

and the evidence of a fierce tank battle
surrounding it. In the debris I found a
blackened spanner which ill gift to the
blokes back at the Mens Shed in Canberra,
who had generously donated towards my
cause.

If the spanner could talk, it would tell a tale
of birth in the USSR, use by many a Russian
tank driver, tightening numerous nuts on
armour plates, till one day it was bent askew
by a Ukrainian antitank weapon, and finally
picked up by a curious Australian paramedic.

With Kupyansk behind us, Im thankful that
my time there was safe and fulfilling. We
wish to return, but should not. I hope the
town is rebuilds and the bridge is restored.
This towns earth is waterlogged with the
blood of many past conflicts. It needs rest.
The people of Kupyansk deserve a chance to
rebuild and a future of unending
monotonous peace.

Donations -
https://www.gofundme.com/f/paracrew-
mobile-health-clinic
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How to Ambo

Lessons from Mark Ward

When I get asked how someone can become
an ambo, I answer in the usual way. Go to
uni, work hard, be kind, get involved in
placements etc. The usual stuff. That’s what I
get asked if someone is looking at getting
into an ambulance service. But once you
have done the study, been accepted into an
ambulance service and finished your
graduate program, the next question that
needs to be asked is, how do I become an
Ambo?

At the risk of sounding like an old,
disgruntled paramedic who spent the last
few years in education and now has a cushy
officer in charg gig in the country, the new
paramedics that are hitting the street just
don’t know how to ‘ambo’ yet. One of the
editors and creators of this publication has
written a hilarious book called, “Here hold
my drink and watch this”. That book needs
to be handed to all paramedics as they finish
their graduate program. What the book is
about is “Amboing”. Improvising,
compromising and customising your
management of the scene, patient and the
family. This is not a sales pitch for Sunny’s
book, in fact, I am not sure if it is still in
print. I have an autographed copy that I am
happy to sell to the highest bidder, but the
book aside, just how do you “AMBO?

Getting all the way through uni and getting a
job is a battle. It is a lot of hard work. All I
needed back in my day was a driver’s licence
and a first aid certificate and I was thrown to
keys to the ambulance. But there is a
massive difference between back then and
now. Back then, we didn’t have things like
morphine, in fact, we didn’t have much at
all. We knew nothing of 12 lead ECGs but
that’s OK because we didn’t have
thrombolysis and we thought a stent was a
short prison sentence. “Robbo’s gone in for
another stent”. If you knew Robbo, that
would be no surprise. We had a very basic
education and for many years I thought
bilirubin was the drummer out of the
Valentines.

Imagine you know nothing about working
for an ambulance service but you watch the
hit TV show “Paramedics”. Watch as the
paramedic crew burst through the door and
go to work. Machines are placed on the
patient. Oxygen mask goes on. There is often
radio chatter and instructions given while
the poor university student on placement
appears in the background fumbling the
stretcher and as quickly as they arrived, they
leave. Everything turns out fine. The patent
recovers and the paramedics are heroes.
Leaves me wondering why we don’t have a
TV show called Ambos?
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Oh, I know now. Because it would be
boring….. That is most of the time anyway
because that’s not what we mostly do. The
real show would broadcast a crew arriving at
a house because the mother can’t deal with
her Asperger’s son anymore. Or arriving at
the nursing home job at 3am. Its been
pending since 8pm the day before and when
you arrive the night staff claim to know
nothing about it or the claim to have just
started. You see the hero paramedic jobs are
wonderful but I reckon there are at least 10
or 20 ambo jobs in-between each real
paramedic job, and these are what I now
refer to as the ambo job.

So why do we get years of paramedic

training an no ambo training? Why I
mentioned Sunny’s book is because there
are stories in there that talk about the day
he and his partner finished a bloke’s
gardening before taking him to hospital. I
know a patient transport crew that took
their patient to t he beach, opened the back
doors of the ambulance and sat him up so
he could see the waves one last time before
going into palliative care. Personally, on
more occasions than I care to remember, I
have just made my patients a cuppa-tea and
sat down with them for a good old chat. I
have even gone back to a few homes over
the years to feed the cat while the owner is
in hospital. Both on shift



and on days off. That’s being an ambo – its
different to being a paramedic and it should
be a badge of honour because no degree can
teach you this stuff.

Over my career I have been called to a baby
that wont sleep, a tap that was left on and
flooded the house, a bad dream and even a
mental health patient that called the police
about a noise complaint in a silent room. He
was told that the police were too busy to
attend, so off course he called an
ambulance. To my amazement, the case was
a noise complaint, but we were still
dispatched.

There are two ways you can deal with cases
like this. Firstly, you can get upset and even
vent your frustration at the caller. Get me on
a bad day and this is a distinct possibility. A
better option is to spend some time getting
to understand where the caller is coming
from. Is the caller a mental health patient? Is
the caller just unable to cope?
Unfortunately, acopia is a common job for
ambulance services so accepting that this
will be part of our case load can help
prevent getting upset about it. A better
option will be to “ambo” your way through
the case.

So how do you “ambo”. Firstly, you need to
know when to be a paramedic and when to
be an ambo. There are times that you need
to have all your equipment turned on and
drugs out ready to be put to good use. But
most of the time, the kit can be placed on
the ground and you can grab a seat. That’s
the first and most vital step. Just slow down
cowboy. The next step is to be quiet and
listen to what you are being told. And finally,
how can you help? Summarised, Sit Down,
Shut Up, and always be kind. That help may
be just listening. It might be a reassuring
word. A referral or transport to hospital for
social reasons. The ambulance service is
being relied on for so much more than
emergency paramedicine these days.

I have spoken to mothers about their drug
addicted teenage child. I have sat down with
Alzheimer’s patients and just let them rave. I
have held the hand of a lady as I told her
that her husband of over 50 years has
passed away. But by the same token, I’ve
managed to make many callers who had no
one else to turn to see a light at the end of
the tunnel. I’ve made them laugh with my
terrible “dad jokes”. In some cases, jobs that
would have been a source of frustration for
some, turned out to be a bit of fun for my
partner and myself. Being an ambo is being
human and dealing with the good and the
bad. I don’t know many people who this
comes naturally to. In the vast majority of
cases, it needs to be learned.

When I started this job, I couldn’t deal with
people crying. A patient would start to cry in
the back of the ambulance and I would be
on the radio calling for backup. Over the
years, I’ve come to understand that the
ambulance services are a safe place for a lot
of people. Allowing them to cry, talk, vent or
even share stories is so important. Now,
crying doesn’t bother me at all. I’m starting
to find it soothing which is a worry. But
even these cases can often be turned
around and the ambo paramedics can make
a huge difference in someone’s life.

I picked up a mother and two young children
from a family domestic violence job one
night and was to transport them as a single
officer to the hospital for social support. This
lady cried about everything that night. Mum
had to leave the scene without a phone or
purse so we all called into McDonalds on the
way to hospital and for less then $20, those
kids had a ball. Happy meals, Sundays, and a
coffee for mum and me. This just made
mum cry again but watching those kids play
while the mother and I had a coffee was
worth it. How lucky are we to be able to do
things like that?
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One last story, I promise. I worked in one of
the most remote stations in Queensland for
12 months and the station only had myself
and one other paramedic. Thankfully, the
other paramedic was more “ambo” than
paramedic. He was old school and would call
me in on days off to canulate patients for
him. I taught him how to canulate but he
taught me a lot about being an ambo. We
had only one palliative patient in the town
and every Thursday, which was the only day
we would be on together, we would jump in
am ambulance and after logging on, go
straight to the palliative patient’s house for a

visit. This did a number of things. It would
allow us to know if there was anything we
needed to do that week, how his pain
management was going and most
importantly, his wife would bake every
Thursday morning because she knew we
were coming. All clinical conversations were
made over a scone, home-made jam, cream
and coffee. I’ll say it again, how lucky are we
to be ambos? To be honest, I would be
happy to never do another paramedic job
ever again. ‘Amboing’ is not as cool, but it is
much more rewarding.
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Reset: A Paramedic Poem

Poem By Stephanie Nixon ACParamedic

We slide in, we shut the door,

They tell us, patients on the floor.

We flick the lights and noise ,

We breath to take our poise.

Comms statics, there are hands on chest,

We know they will do their best.

We discuss our patient care approach,

Airway, breathing, circulation we broach.

How we will run the call,

Unlike all the others we have seen before.

We distance our thoughts from the age,

Knowing this little girl is too young for this
stage.

We know our drugs, procedures, and
strategy,

But what we can never prepare for is
thesheer tragedy.

A life suspended in space,

Waiting for the saving grace.

We arrive and inside we hall,

All the gear we need for the call.

We move ourselves into prime position,

These calls are always a startling mission.

The screams from those around,

As they watch completely spellbound.

We take her lifeless figure,

We need to reconfigure.

Into the ambulance we go,

The world seems so peaceful with the snow.

There is only so much we can do on the
streets out here,

We drive to a place that’s thankfully near.

We whisk her into a resus bay,

We step back to say what we need to say.

We help while they get their groove,

And know now it is our time to move.

To clean the rig and reset it all,

Ready for the inevitable next call.



Is that a dog in your ambulance?

An excerpt

To celebrate the publishing of the 2nd
edition of Sunny Whitfield’s best selling
book, “Here Hold My Drink and Watch This –
Tales from the lighter side of paramedicine,
adventure and life," we have been granted
permission to publish the below excerpt.
The book now has a new cover and includes
a previously deleted chapter. All proceeds
are still funding safe water projects in India
and Nepal. Please enjoy.

Is that a dog in your ambulance?

I was asleep at the station of a remote town
where I was providing operational cover for
a run of eight shifts. Since I had logged in to
my car two days earlier, I had not turned the
wheel. In other words, I had not been
dispatched in over forty hours. The town
sustained a population of about three
hundred people and the closest hospital was
about one hundred and fifty kilometres
away. This meant that when a new
paramedic was in town, everybody knew
about it. I had been in the local bakery
earlier that day and greeted by a heavily
pregnant young girl. She had jokingly said
that she hoped she would not see me this
week as she was due in three weeks. Should
have touched wood!

Now my sleep was rudely interrupted by the

incessant beeping of the pager followed by
the ringing of my work phone that all
spelled, “The bakery girl is in labour.” I
cursed to myself for my shitty luck. Babies
can be complicated, especially in a remote
area with no support. Sure, enough the
pager read that a twenty two year old girl
was thirty-seven weeks pregnant and
bleeding. My heart sank. This didn’t sound
like a delivery at all. This sounded like
something more complex.

The address was only a few hundred metres
from the station, so I was on scene fairly
quickly. The front door was already open,
and I moved inside where I was greeted by a
panicked older woman and the bakery girl.
The bakery girl was standing with a
torrential vaginal bleed. Being somewhat
caught off guard and still trying to wake up, I
took a moment to process the gravity of
what was occurring.

“Are you in labour?” I asked her. “No I am
not having any contractions. I just started
bleeding,” she squealed with horror. If I lay
her down here to control the bleed, we could
be waiting a very long time for support so
with microseconds to make a decision I
decided that if she was on her feet, she could
get in the truck.
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With no assistance she was inside and on the
stretcher. I quickly assessed the bleed and it
was bad. I grabbed a trauma pad and asked
the older lady now climbing into the
ambulance to hold it on the bleed and apply
pressure. I then raised her legs and grabbed
the radio.

Following my urgent sit-rep, I was advised
that there were no helicopters available as
all were on other taskings. The closest unit to
me was one hundred and fifty kilometres
away on call. This meant that the backup
unit would be delayed. I inserted a big bore
cannula in her arm and got a base line set of
vitals. She was tachycardic, and
tachypnoeaic. And I had to calm her down to
try reducing the flow of blood.

The poor girl was not worried for herself but
worried for her baby and just wanted
reassurance that her baby was ok, the very
thing I could not give her. But I also needed
someone to drive the ambulance. The old
lady was just too emotional to be trusted
driving so she was not an option. I thought
about ringing the local police station but as I
moved to my cab to make the call, Larry the
local fire captain came walking past. No
shoes, no shirt, walking his blue heeler.
“Larry” I called. “Get over here mate. I need
a driver urgently.”

“Is Nancy ok?” he asked. All the locals knew
each other so there was no point in denying I
had young Nancy from the bakery and her
mother in the back.

“Nomate she is not. I need you to log in with
your fire staff number and get us heading
south.” Larry uttered something to me, but I
was already back inside the ambulance
running some more observations. I figured
that if it was important, he would come in
and repeat it.

I was relieved when Larry climbed in the cab,
logged in and started driving. On the way in,
young Nancy began to deteriorate, her heart
rate went higher, her respiratory rate went
higher, and her blood pressure began to
drop. She was looking rather pale and

nothing I could do would reassure her that
her baby was ok. It was apparent to me that
she was suffering a condition known as
placental previa where the placenta drops in
front of the birth canal prior to birth, but
there is nothing paramedics can do for this
condition except recognise it and get the
patient to surgery. Forty minutes later an
ambulance raced past us and I realised it
was the backup crew, they must have been
driving very fast.

Larry pulled over to allow the backup officer
to get in. The other officer was Flip, an
intensive care specialist and the right person
to be sent. He repositioned Nancy on
another trauma pad and I watched in
amazement as he isolated the baby’s
heartbeat from the mother’s. It was some
stellar prehospital care to watch. He could
reassure her that the baby was ok for now
and Nancy relaxed a little. We continued to
slow the bleed whilst heading to hospital. At
the hospital we wheeled Nancy straight
through emergency up to the maternity
wards where she underwent an emergency
caesarean section. After hearing that Nancy
and her baby were doing well, I went back
downstairs to reset my truck.

Outside I was feeling a bit of a come down.
My senses had been pinging for over three
hours. The smell of blood, Larry’s driving,
and the whole situation had come to a
satisfactory culmination and now I was
feeling rather good about the case. As I
walked outside, I could see Whippet pacing.
Whippet was a grumpy old manager who
had been in the job too long, but I liked
Whippet. He was harsh, fair but blunt,
straight to the point. Young paramedics were
terrified of him. But not me, especially not
today. Did he see what we just did?

I waltz outside to bask in my own glory and
receive copious amounts of praise from
Whippet, but the look on Flip’s face said I
was not in a safe spot. “Sunny, is that a
fucking dog in your ambulance?” Whippet
growled. “



Whaaaat?” I stammered. I quickly ran to the
front of the ambulance and sure enough
there was a dog on the front seat, chewing
on the steering wheel. Larry came out and
his smile disappeared. All I could do was
laugh and Whippet marched inside shaking
his head. “Sorry mate I tried to tell you,”
offered a sheepish Larry. “I couldn’t just tie
her up mate, we were gonna be gone for
hours.”

We sat in silence as I was forced to refuel in
town with a dog hanging out the ambulance
window. People were staring. The drive back
was a two hour journey, so I was happy for
the company, including the dog. However,
less than an hour into the trip, both Larry
and dog were snoring.

About thirty minutes from home we were
diverted to a car crash on the main highway.
As the only paramedic in a three hundred
kilometre radius, I had to respond,
regardless of how tired I was, but Larry was
now wide eyed and ready. We heard a sit-
rep from the local cop, Trevor, to say that he
was on scene with a male patient who was
entrapped by his foot only, and that the rest
of the fire crew (minus Larry) were also
responding. Another fifteen minutes down
the road a fragmented sit-rep came through
the radio and I did a double take. “Either
they said a yak is best or cardiac arrest.” We
were in a radio black spot for the rest of the
journey but when we arrived, I pulled the
ambulance up behind the fire truck to see
Trevor the cop doing CPR. The patient had
their foot stuck in the wreckage, but Trevor
had manhandled his torso to the ground
where he could begin chest compressions.
The two other firefighters were in the
process of applying a defibrillator as I moved
down the embankment. There were quality
compressions being provided and the defib
applied by the firefighters was not
recommending a shock. For me this meant

the patient was either in pulseless electrical
activity (PEA) or asystole. With quality
compression being provided by Trevor, I
moved to decompress his chest bilaterally
and then returned to manage his airway. I
asked the fire rescue guys if they could free
theman’s foot to allow us a bit better access.
When they freed his foot, a severe laceration
was identified. He had unfortunately expired
gently and rapidly whilst talking to Trevor,
bleeding out into his door jam where no one
could notice the loss of blood. I called the
arrest off and we packed our gear. It was
silent again driving Larry home. In one shift
we had brought a new life into the world and
another life had departed, and I still had a
dog in the cab.

The life of a paramedic is a challenging one.
You work during the night. You work during
the day. You meet young people. You meet
old people. You work in the rain. You work in
the sun. No day is the same. A few weeks
prior, during a night shift my partner and I
were assaulted on our first job of the night.
The young perpetrator was arrested on
scene and we departed. By the end of the
same night we were at a nursing home to
assist a ninety-four year old woman with
dementia. Right when I least expected it, she
sucker punched me right in the jaw. It caught
me off guard and off balance; however,
unlike the assault at the beginning of the
shift, this was somehow funny. Whilst I was
picking myself up off the ground, my partner
Billy was hysterically laughing. One shift, two
assaults, but one is criminal, and one is
funny. How can you make sense of that?
How could one assault be serious, and one
assault be amusing? Sometimes nothing
made sense in the ambulance and all we
could do was laugh or cry.



Words by Jack Dear
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